Dating Behaviors

Summary
During a classroom PowerPoint presentation, activities, and a discussion, the students will discuss the importance and responsibilities of dating behaviors.

Main Core Tie
Adult Roles And Responsibilities
Strand 3 Standard 2

Background for Teachers
Teachers should have an understanding of dating behaviors and have some personal examples and stories to share with the students.

Student Prior Knowledge
Students should know about dating behaviors and how they feel about these behaviors.

Intended Learning Outcomes
To get students excited about dating and let them know that dating is important in life. They will also learn the positive and negative aspects of dating behaviors and the values that are associated with those behaviors. The students will be able to determine which behaviors fit their values and lifestyles.

Instructional Procedures
Journal, Text, Activities, Unit Notes and Discussion. I have included my lesson plans as an attachment. This lesson plan is developed for a 90 minute class. Please delete or add activities and information to fit your time frame.

Extensions
You may want to play some video clips showing different dating behaviors and talk about what value is associated with each behavior.

Bibliography
USOE Curriculum Guide, and Others that are listed on last slide of PowerPoint presentations.
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